Location Modifications and Adjustments for Persons with Physical Disabilities
(as of 9/10/2014)

The University is committed to providing equal access to all programs and services offered by the University. In order to ensure this accessibility for persons with disabilities, the Office of Disability Services (ODS) offers consultation and recommendations for location modifications and adjustments.

Any person with a documented disability who has concerns about the location of a class is encouraged to contact the ODS Office. Modifications to classrooms may include installation of accessible tables or chairs, modifications to blackboards, and room re-configurations to ensure accessibility. Classes and programs may also be moved from inaccessible to accessible locations upon request and when deemed appropriate by an ODS professional.

Students who may need location modifications or adjustments for a course should request a review of class locations and equipment by contacting the ODS at least one month prior to the beginning of the course. If registration in the course occurs less than one month prior to the start of the semester, then the individual requesting a review should contact ODS upon registration.